Introduction
Since the early days of transition state theory, potential energy surfaces (PES) have been an indispensable tool for discussion of reaction mechanisms and dynamics at ambient pressures. 1 However, although PES accurately represent energetics of reaction systems in gas phase, free energy or Gibbs energy surfaces (GES), properly incorporating the solvation effects, are more adequate for similar purposes in the case of condensed phase reactions.
2 High pressures have a profound effect on reaction rates 3 and may unveil completely new patterns of chemical reactivity when the strength of intermolecular interactions reaches the level of intramolecular forces. 4 PES and GES naturally lend themselves as a powerful instrument for studying high pressures effects on reaction systems through analysis of the pressure-induced changes in their topography. 5, 6 Although GES are more appropriate for discussion of high pressure effects on condensed phase reaction kinetics and mechanisms, high pressure PES (or, more precisely, enthalpy surfaces) offer a significantly cheaper alternative at sufficiently high levels of compression, when entropy effects are no longer essential. 7 It has previously been demonstrated for the DielsAlder dimerization of cyclopentadiene 8 and hydrogen transfer between halogen atoms 5 that under the extreme pressure conditions their energy landscapes undergo significant changes resulting in considerable reduction and, sometimes, complete elimination of reaction barriers. In the present work, we discuss general trends in pressure-induced changes to PES of compressed species, and report our findings for hydrogen transfer in hydrocarbon systems and methyl transfer in S N 2 processes in comparison with the results for simple triatomic X-H-Y systems (X,Y= F,Cl,Br).
Quantum-mechanical (QM) calculations were performed at the B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p) level using the Gaussian09 suite. 9 Cavity images shown in Figures 3, 4 , and 14 were produced using D r a f t the VMD package 10 as graphic renderings of molecular dynamics (MD) trajectories generated using the GROMACS package. 
Insert Figs. 2 and 3 here
For example, in the case of a symmetric Diels-Alder reaction, such as cycloaddition of ethane to butadiene, a schematic GES of which is shown Fig. 2 , the reaction coordinate is a symmetric combination of distances R 1 and R 2 between interacting carbon atoms (the white diagonal in the figure) ; the other normal mode is the antisymmetric combination of R 1 and R 2 .
The volume dependence on these coordinates, as can be seen from Fig. 3 , is quite different: it is strong for the reaction coordinate (symmetric mode) and zero for the orthogonal direction (antisymmetric mode). In accordance with eq. (3), this results in a considerable pressure-induced deformation of the GES along the reaction coordinate, whereas the reaction path remains the same at all pressures. Since the second derivatives of G with respect to reaction coordinate have opposite signs for the reactant minimum and TS, they move towards each other as pressure increases; and since such derivative for the reactant minimum is the smallest, the shift in the position of it is strongest compared to other stationary points (TS and product minimum). At sufficiently high pressures, the reactant minimum reaches the TS and annihilates it, leaving the product minimum as the only remaining stationary point of the GES.
The situation is somewhat different in the case of symmetric exchange reactions, where the volume dependence on the reaction coordinate ( the so-called volume profile 12 ) is better described by a curve with a minimum corresponding to the TS of the GES (see Fig. 4 ). Due to that, for a TS, the derivative of volume with respect to the reaction coordinate is zero, and 
Insert Figs. 4 and 5 here
In the case of asymmetric exchange reactions, the minimum of the volume profile is no longer located at the TS. As a result, although both endothermic and exothermic minima are shifted by pressure toward the TS, the latter does not remain static and moves toward the 
Insert Tables 1-4 and Figs. 7-9 here
At lower compressions, the reaction paths are fairly similar to the zero-pressure paths despite the notable shift of reactant and product minima along the reaction coordinate. However, as pressure increases and deformation of the PES becomes more significant, the reaction paths shift in the diagonal direction towards the lower left corner. This behavior is common for both symmetric and asymmetric systems, with one notable difference -whereas the single minimum of a highly compressed PES for a symmetric system appears as the limit of the TS sequence, for the asymmetric system it appears as the limit for the sequence of the exothermic minima, as discussed in the previous section.
The pressure dependencies of the reaction barriers for symmetric systems are shown in Fig.   10 . Radical systems displayed a stronger pressure dependence than the anionic system, which could be traced to a lesser shift of the reactant minimum along the reaction coordinate in the latter, as predicted by eq. (3) for stiffer systems (see Fig. 11 where the energy profiles for the radical and anionic systems are compared at the bottom of their reactant wells). The activation energies E ABC (P) for asymmetric A-B-C systems (A=X,R'; B=H,CH 3 ; C=Y,R") obeyed the 
Alternative models
Our results unequivocally indicate that pressure can cause dramatic changes in the energy landscapes of compressed species, up to a complete elimination of reaction barriers, which is consistent with unusual chemical reactivity observed under extreme pressure conditions. 4, 19 The simple 1D compression model we used offers an easy and transparent way of achieving these extreme conditions at minimal cost. However, although the compression force can be evaluated quite accurately in this model, it is often hard to assess the corresponding pressure, unless the reaction system is simple enough to allow imbedding of the 1D model in a 3D matrix as shown in Fig. 13 . In this case, the cross-section area to which the force is applied is known and pressure can be easily calculated. 5 However, such imbedding quickly becomes problematic as complexity of a reaction system increases, and is hardly possible even for relatively simple X-CH 3 -Y − and R'-H-R" systems discussed in this work. An elegant approach proposed by Cammi and co- 
